Day 12 : Invasive Species
An Innocent Vine?
The vine below looks pretty normal, right? It’s green.
It has leaves. Looks like a lot of other vines. This
vine, called Kudzu, is native to Japan. In its natural
habitat, it grows normally,
lots of bugs eat it, and in
the winter it dies because
of the cold weather. It’s a
very pretty vine to look at,
and, in Japan, it helps
make soil healthy for
farming. So, back in the
1900s, someone thought
it would be a good idea to
bring Kudzu to farms in
the southern part of the
US. They thought it would be nice to look at and
that it would help farmers have nice soil. When
Kudzu was planted in the U.S., though, it invaded!
There are not many bugs who eat Kudzu in the
South and it doesn’t get cold there in the winter, so
Kudzu is constantly growing. Many trees and plants
have been killed because Kudzu grows over them
and they can’t get enough sunlight. Look at the
picture below, that entire house has been
swallowed by the Kudzu vine!

different e
 cosystems, they can cause a lot of
damage.
Not everything brought here from a different
ecosystem becomes invasive, though. Some
non-native wildlife fits in just fine when it’s brought
somewhere new. You know those lizards you see
scampering up walls around Cincinnati? Those guys
are actually originally from Europe. They don’t
overly compete with other wildlife, though, so they
aren’t considered to be an invasive species.

Invasive Species Scavenger Hunt
Unfortunately, there are a lot of invasive species
that exist in Ohio. For today’s Ranger activity, we
put together an invasive species scavenger hunt.
On the next page, you will find pictures of common
invasive species we
see in Ohio. Take a
walk around your
neighborhood and
see how many you
find. Another fun
activity you can do
today is make a fort
out of a common
invasive species:
honeysuckle! Since
invasive species are
harmful to our ecosystem it’s okay to cut them
down and pick their flowers. With adult permission,
you can cut down branches from honeysuckle
bushes and make a cool fort.
J ournal Prompt: Invent a superhero who fights
invasive species. Create a comic about them in your
journal.

Invasive species like Kudzu don’t cause problems in
their native habitats because they adapted to live
there, but when they are introduced into a
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Invasive Species Scavenger Hunt!

Japanese Honeysuckle: This vining
plant grows in big clusters, it often
looks like a giant bush. It’s pretty to
look at and the flowers smell great,
but it’s bad for local wildlife.

Sweet Yellow Clover: This was
originally planted because it grows
fast and honeybees like it. It grows
too fast and too big, though, and
blocks out sunlight for other local
plants.

Japanese Knotweed: Like sweet
yellow clover, this plant was brought
to the US because honeybees really
like it. But this plant’s roots are so
invasive that it can damage concrete
sidewalks and home foundations!

European Starling: These birds were
brought here because someone
wanted to make sure all the animals
mentioned in Shakespeare’s plays
also lived in the US. Unfortunately,
they compete with local birds and
destroy crops.

Bradford Pear Trees: These trees are
very pretty which is why they were
brought here from Asia. But, they
grow very large and cross pollinate
with other trees, choking out the
sunlight for native trees and plant life.

Bonus: Broadleaf Plantain
Not native and not Invasive! These
plants are often seen growing in yards
and along sidewalks. These guys are
from Europe, but they don’t overly
compete with local wildlife so they
aren’t invasive.

Garlic Mustard: Introduced in the
1800s because it was thought to have
medicinal benefits. It is toxic to a lot
of local animals, though, so they don’t
eat it and it grows out of control.

Feral Swine: Okay, so you probably
won’t see a big pig running around
your neighborhood today, but they do
exist in a lot of rural areas. These pigs
cause tons of damage to crops by
rooting around and eating anything
they come across.

Bonus: Common Wall Lizard aka
Lazarus Lizard
Not native and not invasive!
The son of a local department store
owner brought one of these small
lizards back to Hyde Park from Italy in
the 1950s. They thrived here, but,
luckily, since they don’t overly
compete with local wildlife, they aren’t
invasive.

